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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of  the Study 

Cancer is a disease caused by the abnormal uncontrolled growth of cells 

in the body. The cancer cells, the cells that starts to grow without any control, 

have three properties that are called malignant properties. They are called 

uncontrolled growth, invasion and metastasis. There are more than three 

hundred various types of cancers listed by National Institute of cancer. 

Cancer is classified according to the part of the body where it starts. For 

example: Breast cancer, Leukemia (Cancer in the Blood), Skin Cancer, Liver 

cancer and Brain cancer. 

Letters to God is the movie that tells about children who live with brain 

cancer. Its produced by David Nixon, He has been producing and directing 

documentaries in Russia, India, and throughout Europe; feature films such as 

Fireproof, Facing the Giants, Making Waves; national commercials for 

SUBWAY Restaurants, Nickelodeon Family Suites, Walt Disney World 

Resorts, and capital campaign films for churches such as First Baptist Naples, 

Shades Mountain Baptist, and Valleydale Baptist Church, for the past 25 

years. His success is due to his ability to create classic, elegant images that 

evoke emotion and induce heartfelt response. From high above the earth to 

deep underwater, from directing children and animals to motion capture on 

green screen, David’s expertise with all facets of production provides a big 

picture perspective enabling him to create the absolute best, from start to 
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finish. David was first called on by Sherwood Baptist Church to produce the 

wildly successful movie Facing the Giants. After the impressive 

accomplishments of Facing the Giants, Sherwood Baptist Church called on 

David and his team to bring their expertise to Sherwood’s third feature 

Fireproof. Fireproof was named the #1 independent film of 2008 and grossed 

$33.4 million as the box office. David is now working on bringing Christian 

film making to Orlando, Florida (Movie Review). 

Letters to God was released to theaters on April 9, 2010. Nixon said he 

hoped the film to run in theaters for three to four months, then for it to go to 

Blu-ray and DVD around July or August 2010. It was released on DVD 

August 10. The official trailer was released Christmas week, but Christianity 

Today was given early access to it. The filmmakers said Tim McGraw has 

agreed to show the movie trailer at 16 of his concerts because he lost a family 

member to cancer (Movie Review). 

Letters to God is a Christian drama that is able to touch the hearts of the 

audience turn on the emotions and feelings of the audience. The story was 

written by Patrick Doughtie about his son Tyler, with the screenplay penned 

by Doughtie, Art D'Alessandro, Thrift Douglas and Cullen Douglas. The 

story took place in Nashville, Tennessee, but the movie was filmed in 

Orlando, Florida. The film is starred by Robyn Lively, Tanner Maguire, 

Jeffrey Johnson, Bailee Madison, and Michael Bolten, adapted from a novel 

by Patrick Doughty and John Perry that has the same title. The film, directed 

by David Nixon is Christian drama and released on April 9, 2010 with mixed 
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reviews. This film lasted about 110 minutes. The film is adapted from the 

novel by Patrick Doughty and John Perry with the same title. 

Letters to God is based on the real story about an immature child with 

cancer who finds wish and strength by essay letters to God. Tyler Doherty is 

an 8 year-old suffering from cancer and with a love for writing and sending 

letters to God. His local postman, named Brady McDaniels. Brady is an 

alcoholic a regular at the "Bar and Grill" and close to the bartender, Jack. On 

his first day of work, Brady is bitten by Mrs. Baker's dog, and is confused by 

the "Letters to God" that he picks up from the Doherty house. That same day, 

Tyler returns to school after two months of brain tumour surgery, MRIs and 

radiation. The Doherty family has been through a lot; in addition to Tyler's 

cancer, they have also lost Patrick Doherty, Tyler's father. Tyler's first day of 

school starts off with Alex, who bullies Tyler for being bald and having little 

eyebrows. Tyler's friend Samantha Perryfield, pushes Alex's face in his 

mashed potatoes, causing them to be sent to the principal's office. Tyler sends 

more letters to God, with Brady picking them up each day. Brady initially 

wanted to give them to a church, but the pastor says that Brady should keep 

them. Brady reads some of them, and they inspire him to be a better person. 

Brady develops a close relationship to the Dohertys. Mrs. Doherty gets close 

to Brady, and later reads Tyler's brother, Ben's, letter that inspires her to be a 

better mother. Ben makes Tyler and his mom think he is arrogant and selfish 

like a normal teenager. Tyler tells Sam that he wants Alex to know that he is 

not mad at him. Alex figures out Tyler's love of soccer and gets an idea of 
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giving a soccer ball with "Get Well" on it. Brady, Alex and Sam visit Tyler at 

the hospital. Later, Tyler finishes getting chemotherapy and is released. The 

nurses remind Mrs. Doherty that Tyler's body is not very fit yet. Dave, Tyler's 

soccer coach, asks Tyler to play in a match. In the middle of it, Brady 

encourages Tyler play goalkeeper. Tyler faints at the end of the game and is 

taken to the hospital. Brady is angrily blamed by Mrs. Doherty for 

encouraging Tyler to play, but later apologizes. Tyler later succumbs to his 

illness, and passes away at home. Sam dedicates a mailbox for God, saying 

that "his life was a letter to God". 

There are many responses from the audiences about this movie, positive 

and negative responses. There are some of the positive responses from Daniel 

M. Kimmel, Margaret Pomeranz, and Bruce Bennett. The first response is 

from Daniel M. Kimmel who argues that "Letters to God manages to be a 

bighearted, uplifting and captivating drama for all ages. It will inspire you to 

open your heart compassionately and to find hope, faith and comfort 

throughout your life’s hardships”, Then the second response is from Margaret 

Pomeranz, she said that in the movie there is a touch of contrivance to the set-

up that is not totally convincing and the film avoids much of the ethical 

arguments in favor of family drama, but must admit to being affected. And 

the next response from Bruce Bennett who commented that Letters to God is 

navigates a Minefield of emotional explosives intelligently and sensitively, 

balance between heartfelt and hand-wringing. (www.imbd.com/title/462054) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemotherapy
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On the contrary, there are some negative responses from John Beifuss, 

Roger Moore, and Rubin Safaya. The first response is from John Beifuss of 

The Commercial Appeal called the film a sometimes moving, sometimes 

awkward blend of sentimental family drama, childhood cancer education and 

Christian proselytizing. Then the second negative response is from Roger 

Moore of the Orlando Sentinel gave the film 1½ out of 4 stars, "Letters to 

God is certainly family-friendly, but the blandness robs it of whatever 

emotion or redemption the filmmakers were shooting for”. The next negative 

response is from Rubin Safaya she argues that it was a bad movie. Great 

Christian message, but a bad movie. (www.imbd.com/title/462054) 

Then from the market, Letters to God released to theaters on April 9, 

2010 in 897 theaters. It debuted #10 at the box office with $1,101,204.00 in 

its opening weekend.  Similar to recent Christian film To Save a Life, Letters 

to God received strong box office results in smaller markets with a higher 

concentration of Christian moviegoers, including Charlotte, North Carolina, 

and Columbus, Ohio. Tracking for the film was highest among families and 

females. The film dropped 43% in its second weekend, $620,580, 

accumulating $2,020,830 in two weeks. It closed in June 2010 after grossing 

$2.85 million, falling just $150,000 short of its budget (Movie Review). 

The film’s production also gives response for this movie. According to 

studio estimates Sunday though small compared to the No. 1 movie of the 

weekend, “Date Night,”, the earnings of Letters to God places it around 

where “Facing the Giants” was when it came out in 2006. The production 
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budget of Letters to God is still small by Hollywood standards. The release of 

Letters to God comes as more Christian filmmakers are taking their projects 

to the big screen, encouraged by the success of “The Passion of the Christ” 

and even more so by smaller, independent films like “Fireproof,”. Prior to the 

release of “The Passion of the Christ” in February 2004, only two Christian 

films grossed, according to Box Office Mojo. After the release of Mel 

Gibson’s film, nine more went on hit at least eight figures. For the players 

Robyn Lively and Tanner Maguire both receive the awards, Robyn most 

recently seen on the award winning juggernaut “30 Rock”, as Tina Fay’s high 

school nemesis, Robyn also has a recurring role on the critically acclaimed 

series “Saving Grace” starring Holly Hunter. And Tanner received a CAMIE 

Award for his performance in this film (Movie Review). 

David Nixon’s Letters to God is interesting movie. There are four 

reasons that make the writer choosing this movie. The first reason is Letters 

to God is based on the real story. The story tells about a little boy with cancer 

puts his fears, hopes and prayers into letters written to God. With the 

innocence and naivete Tyler told to God about his daily life and his condition, 

about Ben (brother) who was jealous of Tyler, his mother who is very 

affectionate and attentive to him, also on Sam (her best friend always help 

when bullied school friend (Alex). Tyler tells everyone that is around him and 

asks God to give the best for them. Tyler also motivates some people to write 

letter to God in order that they get closer to the God and believe that God will 

answer their prayers. 
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The second reason is writer likes the characterization of Tyler Doherty, 

he is an 8 years old, who living with brain cancer. He has a big spirit, he 

always write the letter to God about his problem and always inspiring people 

around him to write the letter to God.  

The third reason is setting of this movie. The story took place in 

Nashville, Tennessee, 2009, The film is currently in production in Orlando, 

Florida at Universal Studios Florida - Stage 25, the Arnold Palmer Children’s 

Hospital, Give Kids the World and various locations in and around Winter 

Garden, Florida. 

The last reason is that the writer wants to know more about plot in this 

movie. The plot makes the writer so interesting, because it started with 

situation which describe about Tyler’s family and his environment.  

Considering the above explanatory ideas, the researcher turns to analyze 

the film by using Individual Psychological approach because of some 

consideration. In this study the researcher encourages herself to give a title: 

Living with Brain Cancer in David Nixon’s  Letters to God movie (2010): an 

Individual Psychological Approach. 

B. Literature Review 

Letters to God  is an interesting film, and as far as the writer knows that 

there is no such kind of research analyzing this film whether in 

Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, Sebelas Maret University, IAIN 

Surakarta,  and Surakarta region. The writer doesn’t have previous study as 

comparison research because it is the first research of this film. 
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In this occasion, the researcher takes the Individual Psychological 

approach to reveal Tyler’s living with brain cancer as one of the main 

characters in Letters to God movie. 

C. Problem Statement 

The problem of this study is how living with brain cancer is reflected in 

Letters to God movie. 

D. Limitation of the Study 

In this research, the researcher will focus on the analysis of the major 

character, Tyler Doherty from the aspect of Individual Psychological 

Approach by Alfred Adler. 

E. Objective of the Study 

The objectives of the study as follows: 

1. To analyze the movie based on its structural elements. 

2. To analyze the movie by means of Individual Psychological  Approach  

F. Benefit of the Study 

By conducting this research, there are some benefits from this study such as: 

1. Theoretical Benefit 

To give additional information and contribute to the large body of 

knowledge, particularly studies on David Nixon’s Letters to God movie. 

2. Practical Benefit 

To answer the researcher’s curiosity about living with brain cancer 

in David Nixon’s Letters to God movie. 
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G. Research Method 

In this research, the writer analyzes David Nixon’s Letters to God 

movie. There are five points that should be taken into account in this 

research: 

1. Type of the Study 

In this research, the writer uses a qualitative research. It is a 

library research while data source are using literary data. It aims at 

analyzing the movie using individual psychological perspective. The step 

to conduct this research are (1) determining the type of study, (2) 

determining the object of the study, (3) determining data and data source, 

(4) determining technique of data collection, and (5) determining 

technique of data analysis. 

2. Object of the Study 

The object of the study is David Nixon’s Letters to God movie 

(2010). 

3. Type of the Data and the Data Source 

A primary data source is David Nixon’s Letters to God movie. 

Secondary data include material about the author and material about 

Individual Psychology. 

4. Technique of the Data Collection 

The technique of data collection is library research and 

documentation. These are steps of data collecting: 

a. Watching and learning the movie repeatedly 
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b. Reading the script to get more understanding 

c. Reading some related reference to observe the theory, data, and 

information required 

d. Taking notes of important in both primary and secondary data 

e. Classifying the data into some categories. 

5. Technique of the Data Analysis 

The technique of data analyzing in this study is descriptive 

analysis, in which the researcher identities of the effort of living with 

brain cancer using Individual Psychological Approach. 

 

H. Research Paper Organization 

This research consists of five chapters. Chapter I are Introduction, 

which consist of background of the study, literature review, problem 

statement, limitation of the study, objectives of the study, benefit of the study, 

and paper organization. Chapter II comprises of the Underlying theory, which 

presents notion of individual psychology, basic concept of individual 

psychology, structural elements of the movie. Chapter III is structural 

analysis of the movie which involves the narrative elements, technical 

elements, and discussion. Chapter IV constitutes Individual Psychological 

analysis of the movie. The last is Chapter V which contains conclusion as the 

result of analysis and suggestion for another research in the future. 


